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PARACOMPACT SUBSPACES IN 
THE BOX PRODUCT TOPOLOGY 
PETER NYIKOS AND LESZEK PI4TRIEWICZ 
(Communicated by Franklin D. Tall) 
ABSTRACT. In 1975 E. K. van Douwen showed that if (XII)nE, is a family of 
Hausdorff spaces such that all finite subproducts fJm<m Xn are paracompact, 
then for each element x of the box product 711E,Xn the cr-product or(x) = 
{y E nE.wXn {n E W: x(n) =A y(n)} is finite} is paracompact. He asked 
whether this result remains true if one considers uncountable families of spaces. 
In this paper we prove in particular the following result: 
Theorem. Let n be an infinte cardinal number, and let (Xnx) axEr be a family 
of compact Hausdorif spaces. Let x C E = 7aE,Xa,o be a fixed point. Given a 
family 7Z of open subsets of O which covers (x), there exists an open locally 
finite in u refinement S of ?Z which covers a(x). 
We also prove a slightly weaker version of this theorem for Hausdorff spaces 
with "all finite subproducts are paracompact" property. As a corollary we get 
an affirmative answer to van Douwen's question. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
A box product is a topological space which takes a Cartesian product of spaces 
for the point-set, and takes an arbitrary Cartesian product of open subsets for 
a base element. The box product topology is nontrivial in the case of infinitely 
many factor spaces, strictly stronger than the usual Tychonoff topology of pointwise 
convergence, because each factor of a basic open set is permitted to be a proper 
subset of a factor space. 
In 1991 Brian Lawrence showed in [L] that (in ZFC) the box product 
Owl (w + 1) of w, many copies of w + 1 is neither normal nor collectionwise Haus- 
dorff (and hence not paracompact), solving an old problem due to Arthur H. Stone 
(1964,[K]) and Mary Ellen Rudin (1975,[R]). In the same paper he proved that if 
2w 2w1, then the E-product, that is, 
{x E Wl (w + 1) {a w x(a) : w} is countable }, 
is nonnormal. 
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In this paper we consider a-products, where for given x in a box product O EX, 
the v-product is the set 
u(x) = {y E OEX, {a E x: y (a) - x (a)} is finite}. 
We prove (in ZFC) that if (Xc.)c.6 is a family of topological spaces, such that 
flaEo X<> is paracompact Hausdorff for every finite 0 C , then u(x) is paracompact 
for each x E OOE.X,. This answers affirmatively a question asked by Eric van 
Douwen in (1975,[vD]) (question 145 on van Mill's list of van Douwen's problems 
in (1993,[vM])). 
If each XOE is a compact Hausdorff space, we get the stronger result stated in 
the abstract. This result is a generalization of a theorem of Scott W. Williams 
(1990,[W]), who has a similar result for compact metrizable spaces. 
1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Let X be a topological space. P(X) denotes the power set of X. For each 
A C Xi A denotes the closure of A in X, and int(A) denotes the interior of A in 
X. The family W of subsets of X is a cover (or covering) of X if U W = X. WV is 
an open covering of X if each set in W is an open subset of X. W is an irreducible 
open covering of X if W? is an open covering of X which is irreducible, that is, no 
proper subfamily of W? covers X. 
For given infinite cardinal x and a family of topological spaces {XO,: ca E x} 
O = ,,Ic_Xc, denotes the box product of X,,'s. If A C x, then ProjI> is the 
projection from O,E,Xc, onto DOEXc.. If x C O, then a box neighborhood of x 
is any set of the form Hl>,. A. where x(a) c int(A,) for each ca E x. The box 
neighborhood flE A, is open if each Ac is an open subset of X,. 
The u-product u(x) is the following set: 
u(x) ={y c 0 : {la c x(at) -& y(ca)} is finite }. 
[x] ' is the family of all finite subsets of x. Let T and S be two families of subsets 
of O. We say that T refines S if for each T e T there is S E S such that T C S; 
we say that T strictly refines S if for each T C T there is S C S such that T C S. 
Note that we do not require that UT US. For every finite A C x we will use 
the following notation: 
for each y E O, yA y ProjE (y), 
for A C D Ax = {yA : y C Al 
for A C P(I), AAx {Ax : A C A}. 
2. THE PARACOMPACT CASE 
Here is our main result. 
Theorem 2.1. Let x be an infinite cardinal and let {X, : ca c x} be a family of 
spaces such that 0L is paracompact Hausdorff for each A E [l] <`. Let x C O = 
Oc,x,X, be a fixed point and let 7Z be a family of open sets in O which covers u(x). 
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There exist an open in O neighborhood U of v(x) and a locally finite in U family B 
of open sets, such that B strictly refines R. and U 3 = U. 
Note that the conclusion is strictly stronger than the claim that o(x) is para- 
compact. For example, a discrete space is paracompact, yet even a closed discrete 
subspace of a regular space need not have the property in the conclusion. Indeed, 
if one covers the x-axis in the tangent disk space with basic tangent disk neighbor- 
hoods at each point, no such U or 13 exist. 
Before proving the theorem we first prove a rather technical lemma. In it, we 
produce open covers of c(x) by induction: first of x itself, then all points that 
deviate from it in exactly one coordinate, then two coordinates, and so forth. At 
the nth stage of the induction, we take each n-element subset A of x, and handle all 
the points which deviate from x at exactly the coordinates indexed by A. This set 
of points is homeomorphic to WA so a lot of our attention is focused on producing 
the projections (WA)A, (VA)A and (U,)A of the covers )/VA, VA and U, for this set, 
which we identify with Li> x 
Lemma 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, there are collections 
W=U{W# :V A [xU<U}, fU{ x Ac [x]<w} 
and 
V=U{VA :A [X]A} 
of open subsets of O subject to the following conditions for all finite A C 
(A) (aG) If WA U {W# : T C A}, then (WA)A is a locally finite open cover of 
WA, such that for each W G WA: 
(al) There exists R C 7Z, such that W C R, 
(a2) W=- WA x WXA where W -A is an open box neighborhood of > 
For each W c WA we choose an open box neighborhood U(W)<-I of x'-, so 
that: 
x-A 
(a3) U(W) C W->. 
(B) (bO) (UlA)A is a locally finite open cover of 0W and the following conditions 
are satisfied for each U C UlA: 
(bl) There exists W C WA, such that U C WI 
(b2) U = UA x U-, 
(b3) sTvv(u) = {w C Wv,\: uA n wA 7& 0} is a finite set, 
(b4) UA- = nl {U(w)x- : W E ST1w(U)}. 
(C) (cO) (VA)A is a locally finite open cover of WA and the following conditions 
are satisfied for each V c VA: 
(cl) There exists U C U,A, such that V C U, 
(c2) V - VA x V-A, 
(c3) STu7(V) = {U C U,1 : VA n UA 71 o2} is a finite set, 
(c4) VA- = n {U-A u c Su(V)}. 
Let's note that (b3) together with (c3) give us: 
(c5) ST2(V) = U {STw(U) : U e STu((V)} is finite, for each V E VA. 
(D) For each Wo C W# and each 0 C A, there exists Vo e Vo, such that the 
following conditions hold: 
(dl) (Wo)0 C (Vo) , 
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(d2) (Wo)A-0 is disjoint from n {U(W 0: W C STw(Vo)}, 
(d3) (WO)X C n (W) : W C ST2 (Vo)}. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We construct families 
w U w* AXEA [x]<w}, U=U{tU :A [X]w } 
and 
V U{VA : AC [X] } 
by induction on n A. For n = 0 choose any open box neighborhoods Wo 
and U(Wo) of x, so that U(Wo) C Wo and Wo C R, for some R C RZ. We put 
-# = {Wo} and Uo = Vo {U(Wo)}. Clearly all conditions in (A)-(D) are 
satisfied. 
Now assume that for some natural number n, {W#, 1o, Vo } have been 
constructed so that all the conditions in (A)-(D) hold, and let A e [x]n+l. For each 
0 C A let 
(1) = o {V0 x n {U(W)A0 W C STw(V)} v Vo} 
and let 
(2) F=U{UT:0,:A}C 
By (cO) for 0 C A we get: 
(3) each FO is a locally finite family of closed subsets of OIlA. 
By (cl),(bl),(a3) for 0 C A and the definition of STI in (b3) we get: 
(4) --"- I U UFor each 02 AXUo C 
Now (2),(3) and (4) together with the definition of VVO in (aO) give us: 
(5) F is a closed subset of DA contained in U {U(wo#)A : 0 C A} 
For each 0 C A let 
(6) Oo = {Vo x O-0:VEVo} 
By (cO) for 0 C A each O0 is an open covering of LIX. Let 
(7) x =>A\{U(Wo#)A Cf}A 
F and X are disjoint closed subsets (see (5) and (7)) of a paracompact space 
0A, hence there exists a family (WA)A of open subsets of 0', such that: 
(8a) For each 0 C A, (WA#)A is a locally finite refinement of O, 
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(8b) (/V:*)A covers X, 
(8c) U(W:)A is disjoint from F, 
(8d) VWA E (1/V:*)A 3RW E 1 such that xX-A E R'-A and WA C Rw. 
For each WA E (Q/V,*) we choose an open box neighborhood WX-A of xX->, so 
that: 
(9) WX-A C -n {XA v E Vo a S A and (WA) C 0V}, 
and choose an open box neighborhood U(W)<-, of xX-' so that 
(10) U(W) C WX_< 
Let 
(11) 
-# = {WA x Wx-A: WA E (W#)A} 
Note that the family (W,)A was already chosen (see 8(a-d)), and that W"-, 
has been chosen for each WA E (W*)A (see (9)), so this is not circular. 
Let us check that (W>V)A - U { (WO>- :9 - A} satisfies the conditions in (A) 
and (D). 
First (8a) together with (aO) for 0 C A give us that (WVv)A is locally finite, while 
(7) and (8b) imply that it covers EA, hence (aO) holds. Now (8d),(9) and (11) imply 
(al), (11) implies (a2) and (10) gives us (a3). 
Next (6) and (8a) imply (dl). By (1), (2) and (8c) we get (d2), while (9) and 
(dl) together with conditions (b4) and (c4) for 9 S A and the definition of ST2 in 
(c5) give us (d3). Thus all the conditions in (A) and (D) are satisfied. 
Finally since (WVV)A is a locally finite open covering of a paracompact space EA, 
we can choose open locally finite families Ma and VA, so that all conditions in (B) 
and (C) are also satisfied. O 
We are ready now to prove the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let T be a family of open sets in O which covers v(x) and 
strictly refines RZ. 
We construct families W, a and V for T as in Lemma 2.2. 
Lemma A. VA,9 E [x]<w if A90 and 09A, thenUW m U W# =0. 
Proof of Lemma A. Assume that A, 0 E [XI<W are such that A $ 0 and 0 $ A. 
Let Wi E V 47 W2 E W* and suppose that: 
(Al) W1m nW2 7 0. 
Let 6 = An9. Since 6 C A and 6 C 0, we can choose V1, V2 E V6, so that 
WE C V16, WE C V21 and the conditions (d2) and (d3) are satisfied (see (D) in 
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Lemma 2.2). Clearly V16 n VW6 5 0. Since V refines U we get (see the definitions of 
STw and ST 2 in (c3) and (c5) in Lemma 2.2): 
(A2) STw(Vl) C ST2(V2). 
By (d2) in Lemma 2.2 we get: 
(A3) (W1)>6 is disjoint from n {U(W) : W c STw(Vi)}. 
Since (A - 6) C (i - 0), (A2) above and (d3) in Lemma 2.2 imply that: 
(A4) (W2)>- C (0 {U(W)A6 : W E ST2(2)} 
(A4) 
c n{U(w)\-:W ESTw(Vi)}. 
By (A3) and (A4) we get (W1)8 6 n (W2)A-6 = 0 which contradicts (Al). O 
The following part of the proof mimics a well-known argument, used to show 
that if every open cover of a regular space has a a-locally finite open refinement 
which covers the space, then every open cover of the space has a locally finite closed 
refinement which covers the space. See for example [E]. 
For each n w put: 
Wn =U {Wx\: JAl =n} 
(1) On-UWn\U{U Wm:m<n } 
and 
(2) Fn =W n On W C Wn} 
Put 
U f {Sn n C w} 
Note that (see (al) in Lemma 2.2) 
(3) VF=Wnn ?O C.F TF T fsuch that F C W C TF. 
.Clearly (see (bO),(bl) in Lemma 2.2 and (1),(2) above) 
(4) a(x)CUUCUWCUY. 
Lemma B. Each U E U U {Uo : 0 E [xl<w} meets only finitely many sets in F. 
Proof of Lemma B. Fix Uo C Uo for some 0 E [xJ<a' Since Uo refines Wo = 
u ~ {W#:T C 0}, we can choose Wo E WO for some wo C, so that: 
(Bi) Uo C Wo. 
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Let m = Jrol, and let F C F meet Uo, 
(B2) FnUo5#0. 
Say F = W n ?O for some W C e/V with A0 - n. Since Uo is an open subset of 
C, (B2) above implies that W n On n Uo 54 0, hence On n Uo 54 0 and by (BI) we 
get: 
(B3) OnnWo0 #. 
Also W n Uo 54 0 and again by (BI) we have: 
(B4) WnWo #4 0. 
Now (1) and (B3) imply that n < m, while (B4) implies that to C Ao or Ao C to 
(see Lemma A). Thus Ao C To C 0 and the following inclusions hold: 
{F=WnOn : F n Uo 5# 0} 
C{F=WnOn :n<m WCE)/V<with A =n, AC ,and UoOnW 0} 
C{F=WnOn :n<m, WC)/Vo and UO n WO 5 0}. 
By (b3) in Lemma 2.2 the last set is finite, hence the first set is finite as well.EZ 
The following part of the proof mimics a standard argument, used to show that 
if every open cover of a regular space has a locally finite closed refinement which 
covers the space, then the space is paracompact (see [E]). 
U is a family of open subsets of C with v(x) C U U, so we can apply Lemma 
2.2 to U to get families W', U', V' and then F', just like W, U, V and F were 
constructed for T. For each F c F put 
(5) F* UU'\U{F' -F': F' F = 0}, 
and let 
T* = {F* : F c 5} 
Note that for each F C T the following inclusions hold: 
(6) UU'n F C F* C UU, 
and since U' refines U, we get that (see (4)) UU' C U T, hence 
(7) US* = UU. 
By Lemma B we get {F' n UU' : F' c F'} is a locally finite in UU' family of 
closed subsets of U U', hence (see (5)) 
(8) F* is an open cover of UU'. 
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Lemma C. F* is locally finite in U U'. 
Proof of Lemma C. Let U' E U'. We will show that U' meets only finitely many 
sets in F*. First let us notice that Lemma B implies that U' meets only finitely 
many elements of Y'. Let 
{Fjj F2,~ ... = {F' E F': F' nU' u z}. 
Note that UU' C U F' (see (4)), hence 
(Cl) U'CU{Fi':i<n}. 
For each i < n fix Ui E U, so that (see (3)) 
(C2) Fi' C Ui. 
For each F* E F* we have: 
U' nF* oo 
3i < n Fi' n F* 7&0 (see (Cl)), 
- 3i < n Fi' n F $O (see (5)), 
3i < nUi nmF #0 (see (C2)). 
Now Lemma B implies that each {F E F: Ui nF 5$ Z} is finite, hence 
{F* E * : U' n F* $ Z} is a finite set as well. O 
For each F E F choose TF E T, so that F C TF (see (3)) and put BF = F* nTF. 
Let B = {BF : F E F}. We will show that U U' and B satisfy all the required 
conditions. 
First since U' was constructed for U in the same way as U was constructed for 
T, (4) implies that o(x) C UU'. It is also clear that B consists of open sets (see 
(8)). 
Now since T strictly refines 1Z we get 
VBF = F* n TF E B 3R E 7Z such that BF C TF C R. 
Each BF is a subset of corresponding F* so Lemma C implies that the family B is 
locally finite in UV'. 
Finally U B C U F* and since UU' n F C F* n TF= BF for each F E F (see 
(3) and (6)), we get UU' n U F C UB C UF*. On the other hand, (7) and (4) 
imply that UF* = UU' C US C UF and so UB = US= UU'. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1. O 
As a corollary to Theorem 2.1 we obtain the following affirmative answer to van 
Douwen's question. 
Corollary 2.3. If (Xa)>eE is an uncountable family of spaces such that all finite 
subproducts are paracompact Hausdorff, then for each x E DQEEXa, the a-product, 
a(x), is paracompact. 
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3. THE COMPACT CASE 
If each Xc, is a compact Hausdorff space, we have a strengthening of Theorem 
2.1 mentioned in the abstract. We also have the following nicer version of Lemma 
2.2. 
Lemma 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 if each Xc, is a compact 
Hausdorff space, there are families 
U = {UA\: A E [x<w} and V = {V): E [X] } 
of open box neighborhoods of x, and a collection 
W= W# A E [x]<S} 
of finite families of open boxes in D, subject to the following conditions for all 
A E [x]<w: 
(i) W,\ = U {W#: r C A} is an irreducible open covering of CZA x x'-\. 
(ii) VW E W_ 3R E Z such that W C R. 
(iii) Va 0 A UU{C} C VA 5 V\C UA. 
(iv) VW E W 
(a) Va A W(oa) = UA(ae), 
(b) Vr A 33 E A - r such thatW(3) n VT(a) = . 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We construct families U, V, and W by induction on n = JAI. 
For n = 0 pick any open box neighborhoods of x, U0 and V1, so that x E V1 C 
V0 C U0 C U0 C R for some R E 1?, and put WI - {Uo}. Clearly all four 
conditions are satisfied. 
Now assume that for some natural number n, {U., V,1V Wr }tTt<n have been 
constructed so that all four conditions (i) - (iv) hold, and let A E [x]n+l. For each 
-r S A put 
F=O X VA-VT X X5Axx 
Let 
F=U{FT C A}. 
Clearly each F, is a compact subset of O. For each 7 S A we have 171 < n, hence 
the inductive assumption implies (see (i), (iva) and (iii)) that FT C U W,.. Thus 
(1) F is a compact subset of O and F U {U W :r A} . 
Choose a family W# of open boxes in E, so that: 
(2) VW E W# 3R E R such that W C R, 
(3) U W* is disjoint from F, 
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and (see (i) and (1) above) 
(4) WA = W# U U {W#: T C A} is an irreducible open covering of 0A x x-A. 
Clearly W# is finite, hence we can assume without loss of generality that for 
some open box neighborhood UCI of x with 
(5) UA C {VT CT A}l 
we have 
(6) for all W E W#, W-A = U-A. 
Finally we choose any box neighborhood VA of x, so that 
(7) VA C UA. 
Now (4) implies (i), (2) implies (ii), (5) and (7) give us (iii), while (6) implies 
(iva) and (3) implies (ivb). O 
Now Lemma 3.1 enables us to prove the following result which is probably in- 
teresting in its own. 
Lemma 3.2. Let x be an infinite cardinal and let Xc, be a compact Hausdorff space 
for each a C x. Let x E O = D,,xXc, and let 0 be an open neighborhood of a(x). 
There exists an open neighborhood P of u(x) such that P C 0. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Z = {0} is a 1-element open cover of v(x). Let U, V and 
W be families of open boxes constructed for 1? as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Put 
P = U U W. Clearly P is an open neighborhood of a(x) in EI 
Claim 3.2.1. PCO. 
Proof of the claim. Let y c O \ 0. We will find an open neighborhood of y disjoint 
from P. We put T-1 i 0 and construct by induction on n subsets Ofn),<A and 
(Tn)n<A of x and open box neighborhoods (Tn)n<A of y, for some A E w + 1, until 
the first (if any) infinite On is found. 
For n= 0 we put: 
(1) o0 = {y E : (-y) ) Uo (-y) 
To = 00, 
and inductively if On and Tn are defined for some n E w, and if On is finite, we put: 
(2) JOn+= {I y Tn : Y(Y) ? U-n (Y)} 
Tn+l =TnUOn+1 
Notice that 
(3) Vn <,A Tn U Om and On n Tn-l =0 
m<n 
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Note also that 
(4) Vn < AOn # 0. 
To see (4) choose W E W)IV so that yTn-- C WTn1-. Since y V W and (compare 
(iva) in Lemma 3.1) Va ? Tn-1 W (a) = UTn-l(a), there exists -y # 'Fn such that 
y ('Y) 0 UT-n - (4y) . Clearly E C On. 
Since we stop our inductive construction at the finite stage n only when we get 
an infinite On, (4) implies that 
(5) (3=U h0n iS infinite . 
n<A 
Now, for each n < A, that is, for each n for which On and Tn are defined, we 
define Tn as follows: 
Va C x 
(6) Tn(a)=X, \UTm if a COm forsomem <n, 
Tn(a)=X j if a xE x\ U Om. 
m<n 
Subclaim. T nf {Tn : n < A} is an open box neighborhood of y disjoint from P. 
Proof of the subclaim. By (6) we get: 
Vn Vy O n T(y) - Tn(y), 
(7) V-~~~~~~8y 19 T? (-y) = X-y 
and since Vn < A y E Tn, T is an open box neighborhood of y. Next 
(8) VA C [x]< Vn C w VW Vv* W if W n Tn =h 0, then rn C A. 
We prove (8) by induction on n. For n = 0 and each a C x we have (see (iii),(iva) 
in Lemma 3.1 and (1)) 
a 0 A - W(a) Ux(a) C U(e), 
aGOo -?W(a) \U0(a) #0. 
Therefore a E 0o a C A and To = Oo C A. 
Now assume that (8) holds for some n E w and let W c W* meet Tn+i. W n 
Tn+i 7f5 0 - W n Tn 7' 0 and by the induction hypothesis we get Tn C A. For 
each a E x we have (see (iii),(iva) in Lemma 3.1 and (2)) 
a V A - W(a) = UAo(a) C Ur. (a), 
a C On+1 )W(a) \ UTn (a) / 0. 
Therefore a E 0n+1 - a E A and Tn+1 Tn U On+?I C A. This concludes the proof 
of (8). 
By (8) if W C CV E W meets T= f{Tn : n < A}, then O C A. It is clearly 
impossible since A is finite and O is infinite (see (5)). Hence T n U U W= 0 and 
the proof of the subclaim is completed. D 
By the subclaim y 0 P, and since y was an arbitrary point in O \ 0 we get 
P C 0. This completes the proof of the claim and the proof of the lemma. O 
Using the last lemma and Theorem 2.1 we easily get the theorem mentioned in 
the abstract. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let X be an infinite cardinal and let {X,>: ce E x} be a family of 
compact Hausdorff spaces. Let x E D = ,>E,Xc,> be a fixed point and let 1? be a 
family of open sets in D which covers v(x). There exists an open locally finite in 
D family S which strictly refines IZ and covers a(x). 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let U be an open neighborhood of a(x) and let 23 be a 
locally finite in U family of open sets which strictly refines IZ and covers U (see 
Theorem 2.1). By Lemma 3.2 we can choose an open neighborhood V of a(x) so 
that V C U. Put S = {B v  B E B}. Clearly S is a family of open subsets of a 
which strictly refines 1Z and covers a(x). S is locally finite in U and U S is disjoint 
from D \ V, hence S is locally finite in U U (E \ V) = El. 
Question 3.4. Does Theorem 3.3 (equivalently Lemma 3.2) remain true if one 
drops the assumption of compactness of X,> 's and assumes only that each finite 
product of Xc, 's is paracompact Hausdorff ? In other words, is the natural common 
generalization of Theorems 2.1 and 3.3 valid ? 
Recall that the E-product is the subspace of Awl (w + 1) defined as follows: 
{x E W1 (w + 1) {c ae wl : x(a) :& w} is countable }I. 
As stated in the introduction the E-product is consistently nonnormal. The follow- 
ing question remains open: 
Question 3.5. Is the E-product nonnormal in ZFC? 
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